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Main point

Hollow sphere and cone
of similar size

as the short laser pulse



Light pulse becomes a
“nonlinear cavity mode”?

Trapped light is still quite coherent

Need definition and analytical theory!

Boundary modified by the light pulse



Short-pulse laser interaction with matter

1. Electrons strongly driven by EM wave field
2. Ionization of target by pulse front
3. Strong light pressure on plasma electrons
4. Most of the affected electrons driven away
5. Strong space-charge field formed
6. Ions are driven by the space-charge field 
7. In 2D and 3D: everything also in the    

transverse  direction



Ponderomotive force

Electrons are always pushed to the lower field region

Space dependent

Velocity of electron in oscillating E field:

If E0 not constant:



Light-matter interaction initiated by 
the ponderomotive force

(light pressure force)
on the electrons
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Same form as the kinetic or hydrodynamic pressure force



short pulse ⇒ large force



Trapping of laser light in 
small spherical cavity

applied to

ion acceleration



Laser pulse

Solid density target

Cavity

Laser pulse and cavity are of similar dimension
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Laser-light trapping by mircrocavity

Cavity is of similar size as laser pulse
70% light energy enters cavity, the rest is reflected 
Light pulse remains coherent (becomes cavity mode?)

electromagnetic energy densityion density

at  50t T=



Physical processes

1. Laser pulse enters the cavity

2. Pulse edge ionizes the cavity surface

3. Light pressure drives out plasma electrons in surface 

4. Resulting space-charge field accelerates, compresses, 

and heats the ions in a surface layer

5. Compressed plasma expands into the cavity

6. High-pressure ion region forms at center



050Tt = 0100Tt = 0300t T=

electrons

ions

EM energy
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At cavity center
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Ion temperature



Similar to ion focusing in inertial electrostatic confinement
(IEC)

Ashley, et al. 
Fusion Technology Institute
University of Wisconsin 

Cathode 10cm
- 25 to - 60 kV

Anode 40-50 cm
100V ac @ 245kHz

A neutron Source



Focusing of laser light by 
small hollow cone

applied to

ion acceleration



Short laser pulse and  hollow cone
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Laser light becomes a thin high-intensity 
needle-like spot before defocusing

EM energy density in 30 deg cone



Nonlinear laser-plasma interacton

Electron density



Radial profile of EM energy density, as the peak 
of light pulse passes the left and right openings

The light is focused into a tiny spot of 1μm
radius, with large intensity enhancement!
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Can greatly improve the pulse contrast!



Percentage of  reflected and transmitted light energy

Optimum-intensity regime

Linear optics result



No focusing!
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Ray tracing
cone wall acting like mirror

Poor transmission and no focusing



Ion acceleration 
using 

cone focused light



2μm, 10nc foil

Put a foil target in front of the open cone tip



EM energy density                 ion density

a0 = 4

Mono-energetic 
ion bunch



Ion energy 
density



Cone-guided fusion

R. Kodama et al., Nature 412, 798 (2001)

2.45-MeV thermal neutrons
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謝謝！



Intense (>1020 watt/cm2)
short-pulse (≤10-15 s)

laser interaction with matter

Short pulse Ultra short-pulse (~ 1 fs) 
pulse



Ponderomotive force



May explain why a cone guide leads to 
better emission (electron heating)

R. Kodama et al., Nucl. Fusion 44, 276 (2004)



Not the same as hohlraum

Our micron sized cavity 
is much smaller than

1 mm

EM waves inside is 
not coherent


